高升专英语（一）复习题库（一）
一、 单项选择题
1. Yesterday evening we had a lovely evening at ________.
A.Peter’s and Helen’s
B.Peter and Helen
C.Peter and Helens
D.Peter and Helen’s
2. He is a friend of ________.
A.my sister’s
B.I sister
sisters’

C.me sister

D.me

.

3. It’s only ________ walk from here to the cinema.
A.half an hours
B.half a hour’s
C.half an hour’s
hours’

D.half

.

4. In Britain the ________ are all painted red.
A.letter boxes
B.letters boxes
C.letter’s boxes
D.letters’ boxes
.

5. They sell many kinds of ________ in the shop.
A.watchs
B.watch
C.watches

D.watch’s

.

6. By the end of last year, they________ a new railway station.
A.built
B.had built
C.has built
D.would build
.

7. Who ________ the picture? It’s upside-down.
A.hung
B.hang
D.hanging

C.hanged

.

8. There is going to ________ a film tonight.
A.are
B.is
C.have

D.be

.

9. ________ a few sheep behind the house.
A.It is
B.They are
D.There is

C.There are

.

10. Where have you ________? Tom is looking for you.
A.gone
B.been to
C.gone to
.

11. These kinds of shoes ________ well.
A.don’t sell
B.are not sold
D.were not sold
.
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C.won’t be sold

D.been

a

12. Two of the boys ________ while playing football.
A.hurt
B.were hurting
C.got hurt
hurt

D.had

been

.

13. I’m sorry you can’t go in now. The room _______ yet.
A.hasn’t been cleaned
B.hasn’t cleaned
C.isn’t been cleaned
D.hasn’t being cleaned
.

14. All the desks in the classroom ________ dust.
A.are covered with
B.are cover with
C.are covering with
D.covered with
.

15. It’s hot today. The temperature ________ to 35℃.
A.has raised
D.has risen

B.has been risen

C.has been raised

.

16. Paul is working hard these days. He _______ pass the exam this time.
A.has to
B.shall
C.may
D.need
.

17. _______ you please _______ a minute?
A.Would…wait
B.Do…wait
D.May…wait

C.Shall…wait

.

18. It is a fine day today. You _______ take a raincoat with you.
A.mustn’t
B.can’t
C.may
D.needn’t
.

19. You _______ water in the garden. It looks like rain.
A.must
B.may not
C.don’t need
D.needn’t
.

20. “_______ I go out and play now?” “No, you mustn’t.”
A.Need
B.May
C.Shall

D.Will

.

21. Help ________ to the cake, John and Mary.
A.yourselfs
B.yourselve
C.yourself
D.yourselves
.

22. ________teacher has gone to America. ________ of them are still in
Shanghai.
A.Both…Both
B.Both…Neither
C.Neither…Both
D.Neither...neither
.
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23. ________ of the boys has got a pencil and some paper.
A.All
B.Every
C.Everyone
D.Each
.

24. Last night Li Gang kept doing the maths exercises ________ after
________.
A.one…another
B.one…the other
C.one…the others
D.some…others
.

25. “Does she speak English or Russian?” “She doesn’t speak ________.”
A.neither
B.none
C.either
D.all
.

26. Many students think foreign languages are ________ science subjects.
A.more difficult as B.less difficult than
C.much difficult than
D.so
difficult as
.

27. Pan Hong studies very hard, so she makes ________ mistakes in her study.
A.a less
B.fewer
C.less
D.a fewer
.

28. Everybody looked ________ at the sick boy.
A.sadly
B.sad
C.unhappy
D.worried
.

29. I am ________ grateful for the advice you gave me.
A.deep
B.deeply
C.depth
D.deepen
.

30. Alice isn’t the tallest girl in her class, but she is taller than ________.
A.any of the girls
B.any other girl
C.some the other girls D.some of
the other girls
.

31. “Do you have enough chairs in your classroom?”
“No, I think we need ________.”
A.three other
B.more three
C.three another
more

D.three

.

32. Mr. Smith will stay in China for ________.
A.one and a half years B.one and a half year
and one year

C.one and half yearD.half

.

33. In ________ many people in ________ thirties went to university for further
education.
A.1980s…the
B.the 1980s…/
C.1980s…their
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D.the 1980s…their
.

34. In ________, my grandfather joined the Red Army.
A.the 1930s’
B.1930’s
C.1930s’
1930’s

D.the

.

35. “When were you born?” “I was born ________.”
A.on October twelveth nineteen sixty-five
B.on
nineteen sixty-five
C.in nineteen sixty-five October twelveth
D.in
October twelfth

October

the

nineteen

twelfth
sixty-five

.

36. “Would you like to watch TV or listen to the radio?” “________.”
A.Yes, I’d like to watch TV
B.No, I do not watch TV
C.Yes, to listen to the radio
D.I’d like to watch TV
.

37. “________ paper do you read?” “I read‘China Daily’.”
A.Which
B.How
C.How many

D.What

.

38. “________ is your house form the factory?” “It’s about twenty minutes’ walk.”
A.How far
B.How long
C.How soon
D.How
often
.

39. It’s still early. How about ________ the piano for a while?
A.to play
B.play
C.do you play

D.playing

.

40. ________ was the population in China by the end of last year?
A.How much
B.What
C.How many
D.Which
.

41. The mother bought ________.
A.it to her
B.it her
D.it for her

C.her it

.

42. John can speak English and Mary can speak English ________.
A.also
B.either
C.as also
D.as well
.

43. Study still harder, ________ you won’t be able to pass the exam next week.
A.and
B.then
C.or
D./
.

44. ________ human beings ________ animals can live without air.
A.Not only…but also
B.Both…and
C.Either…or
D.Neither…nor
.

45. Ben had a broken arm ________ the motorcyclist had a broken leg.
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A.for

B.so

C.and

D.but

.

46. I won’t go home ________ I finish doing my work.
A.after
B.until
C.when

D.while

.

47. Although it’s raining, ________ we are going to see him this afternoon.
A.but
B.and
C.then
D./
.

48. He ________ to bed ________ he finished his work last night.
A.don’t go…until
B.didn’t go…after
C.went…until
D.didn’t
go …till
.

49. It was raining ______ I got off the bus.
A.when
B.while
C.though

D.because

.

50. Don’t drink too much coffee in the evening, ________ you won’t fall asleep.
A.and
B.or
C.but
D.so
.

51. I don’t think the music is worth ________.
A.listening
B.to listen
C.listening to
to

D.to listen

.

52. We often use signs as well as words to tell people _________.
A.what to do
B.to do how
C.how to do
D.to
what

do

.

53. The Greens have been in China for almost five years. They ________
eating Chinese food.
A.used to
B.are used to
C.used not to
D.don’t
use to
.

54. The thermos is used for _________ water hot.
A.to keep
B.keeping
C.keep

D.kept

.

55. Is this room large enough for us _________?
A.to live
B.to live in
C.to live in it
live at

D.to

.

56. John said that he ________ having lunch when Paul called him.
A.was
B.is
C.will
D.would
.

57. Half of the money ________ your brother.
A.belong to
B.belong
C.belongs to
D.belongs
.
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58. Three hundred miles ________ a long way.
A.is
B.are
C.were

D.am

.

59. I don’t think the news you told me ________ true.
A.are
B.is
C.being

D.am

.

60. The trousers ________ too short for me.
A.was
B.are
C.being

D.is

.

61. He came to see you ________ the evening of May 10th
A.in
B.at
C.on

D.for

.

62. The plane arrived at London airport ________ Wednesday.
A.on
B.at
C.in

D.for

.

63. My house is ________ the two buildings, so we get little sunshine during
the day.
A.between
B.among
C.in
D.at
.

64. What do you usually do ________ Christmas?
A.on
B.at
C.in

D.for

.

65. ________ New Year’s Eve people usually don’t go to bed until midnight.
A.At
B.On
C.For
D.In
.

66. The visitor ________ a message and went away.
A.took
B.brought
C.left

D.gave

.

67. My son
a cup of milk and sat at the table.
A.wanted
B.asked for
C.asked
D.required
.

68. I believe that she will catch up with others
A.fast
B.fastly
C.quick

D.quickly

.

69. I have
A.one

English book but he has two English books.
B.a
C.an

D./

.

70. The machine made a terrible
so we couldn’t
each other.
A.noise…hear
B.voice…hear
C.sound…listen
D.shout…listen
.

71. Will you please try to
for me what time that train arrives?
A.find
B.find out
C.discover
.
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D.ask

72. She ________ a bag of sweets on the floor.
A.dropped
B.fall
C.fell

D.felt

.

73. I don’t know what to do next, and she doesn’t,
A.either
B.too
C.also

D.as well

.

74. Robots can’t completely humans though they are very clever.
A.take the place of
B.take place
C.instead
D.instead of
.

75. “Did you
my English book yesterday?"
“No, I didn’t. Did you it to Jane?”
A.borrow…borrow
B.borrow…lend
D.lend…borrow

C.lend…lend

.

76. The book is
A.quite

too difficult for those pupils.
B.very
C.rather

D.so

.

77. I think we’d better ________ a word with our manager.
A.take
B.say
C.have
D.speak
.

78.
of them seems quite clear about our plan.
A.Every one
B.Everyone
C.Each one
D.Eachone
.

79. As a student we should ________ manners.
A.do
B.take
C.make

D.have

.

80. After the football match we ________ a bus and got to school on time.
A.held
B.missed
C.saw
D.caught
.

81. If you don’t hurry, you’ll the train.
A.lost
B.miss
D.missed

C.lose

.

82. The Chinese people first
paper in the world.
A.invented
B.discovered
C.made

D.did

.

83. I a lot more time in writing English than before.
A.spend
B.cost
C.take

D.put

.

84. They ________ every minute of it at the party yesterday.
A.enjoyed
B.pleased
C.played
.
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D.wanted

85. Nothing can make me
it is a
story.
A.to believe…real
B.believe in…true
D.believe…real

C.to believe in…true

.

86. You may
A.take

this book a little longer if you can’t finish it in time.
B.borrow
C.lend
D.keep

.

87. Every student in our class is ________ good progress.
A.getting
B.making
C.doing

D.taking

.

88. When did you
A.leave

from Beijing tomorrow?
B.begin
C.start

D.leave for

.

89. He ________ the same mistake again and again.
A.did
B.made
C.had

D.tried

.

90. You must keep
A.still
D.quietly

in the reading-room.
B.quiet

C.quite

.

91. The man himself before the police came.
A.was hanged
B.hung
C.had hung
D.hanged
.

92. I like to
A.watch

others playing basketball.
B.see

C.look

D.notice

.

93. There are
A.hardly

no trees in this poor area.
B.nearly
C.mostly

D.almost

.

94. “Will you give this message to Mr. White, please?” “Sorry, I can’t. He doesn’t work
here .”

A.any longer
longer

B.any long

C.no long

D.no

.

95. I didn’t hear what he
at the meeting.
A.spoke
B.told
C.talked

D.said

.

96. I will
your note-books to you next class.
A.give back
B.turn back
C.get back
D.return back
.

97. I can’t go to the cinema with you. I must
the lessons first.
A.go on
B.go over
C.go down
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D.go

into
.

98. My bike has
. I have to go there by bus.
A.broken down
B.put on
C.put down
D.broken into
.

99. As soon as he entered the classroom, Paul
his coat.
A.put up
B.give up
C.took off

D.turn on

.

100. When did you
from your trip last year?
A.arrive at
B.get back
C.go ahead
D.returned back
.

101. The glass fell to the floor and
A.broke out
B.give out
into pieces

.
C.got off

D.broke

.

102. Would you please
A.bring out
out

a piece of paper and a pen?
B.give out
C.take out

D.find

.

103. He was born in the north, but
A.brought up
B.grew up

in the south.
C.picked up

D.came up

.

104. Chemical energy can
heat energy.
A.become into
B.grow up
C.be changed into D.be covered
with
.

105. A car is
A.made of

many different parts.
B.made from

C.made up of

D.made in

.

106. The student
A.question

his hand to ask the teacher a question.
B.rose
C.help up

D.got up

.

107. Li Ping’s father told him never to
A.give out
B.give up

the study of English.
C.give in
D.give back

.

108. I am going to
A.look on…as

my living-room
B.turn…into

a play-room for the children.
C.take…down
D.put…into

.

109. It’s not right to
A.laugh

people when they are in trouble.
B.laugh on
C.laugh at

.

110. Mr. White is teaching us how to

information
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a computer.

D.laugh for

A.put…into

B.put…down

C.put…on

D.put… up

.

111. If a piece of ice is taken into a warm room, it will soon
A.turn off
B.turn down
C.turn into

water.
D.turn on

.

112. In the past few years many spaceships
into space.
A.have been sent up
B.have been sent out
C.have been sent for
D.have been sent to
.

113. Grandma is ill. I have to
her at home.
A.take hold of
B.take care of
C.pay attention to D.put my heart
into
.

114. If you have any questions, please
A.put out
B.put up

your hands.
C.put on

D.put down

.

115. Have you
A.left for
for

the race?
B.set out for

C.asked for

D.entered

.

116. I and saw a plane in the sky.
A.looked at
B.looked for
up

C.look about

D.looked

.

117. He fell down on the road and was too weak to
.
A.hold up
B.get up
C.bring up

D.leave for

.

118. She is so kind that everyone here
A.looks after…as
B.looks for…as
up…as

her

their sister.
C.looks on…as

D.look

.

119. I saw my dog
A.run away

a cat yesterday.
B.run

C.set out

D.run after

.

120. What time are you going to
A.set up
B.set out

tomorrow?
C.set down

D.put up

.

121. The girl but could see nobody. She began to feel afraid.
A.looked after
B.looked for
C.looked around D.looked at
.

122. My friend is visiting us next week, and I will
Shanghai.
A.see him off
B.show him around
C.give him a message D.ring him
up
.
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123. She
the children
every danger.
A.fight…against
B.stopped…from
on…as

C.protected…from

D.looked

.

124. Do your best and I’m sure you will
A.keep off
B.keep away from
D.keep on

your classmates.
C.keep up with

.

125. “Are foreign languages much more interesting than science?”“No, I don’t
you.”
A.agree to
B.agree with
C.get on with
D.go
on
with
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（一）参考答案
1-5. DACAC
21-25. DCDAC
41-45. DDCDC
61-65. CAABB
81-85. BAAAD
101-105. DCBCC
121-125. CBCCB

6-10. BADCD
26-30. BBABD
46-50. ADDAB
66-70. CBDAA
86-90. DBCBB
106-110. CBBCA

11-15. ACAAD
16-20. CADDB
31-35. DADDB
36-40. DDADB
51-55. CABBB
56-60. ACABB
71-75. BAAAB
76-80. CCADD
91-95. DADAD
96-100. ABACB
111-115. CABBD 116-120. DBCDB
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（二）
一、词汇与语法知识

从每小题的四个选择项中，选出最佳的一项。

1. Tom ________ to Chinese food now.
A. is used
B. used to
C. is using
D. uses
2. If you have any questions, please ________ your hands.
A. put out
B. put up
C. put on
D. put down
3. Her son is ill. She has to ________ him at home.
A. look at
B. look after
C. look for
D. see off
4. She is so kind that everyone here ________ her ________ their sister.
A. looks after…as
B. looks for…as
C. looks on…as
D. look up…as
5. Mr. White is teaching us how to ________ information ________ a computer.
A. put…into
B. put…down
C. put…on
D. put… up
6. Do your best and I’m sure you will ________ your classmates.
A. keep off
B. keep away from
C. keep up with
D. keep on
7. I don’t know when he will come, but as soon as he ________, I’ll let you know.
A. will come
B. comes
C. has come
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D. is coming
8. It’s not good manners to ________ the queue when you are waiting for a bus.
A. stand in
B. jump
C. jump on
D. walk over
9. Last night Li Gang kept doing the maths exercises ________ after ________.
A. one…another
B. one…the other
C. one…the others
D. some…others
10. It’s not a good present for Grandpa. Let’s ________ something better.
A. search
B. find out
C. look at
D. look for
11. Grandma is ill. I have to ________ her at home.
A. take hold of
B. take care of
C. pay attention to
D. put my heart into
12. The boy has to look after himself, because his parents ________ abroad.
A. are both
B. both are
C. are all
D. all are
13. It is five days ________ we came here.
A. when
B. before
C. as
D. since
14. They ________ every minute of it at the party yesterday.
A. enjoyed
B. pleased
C. played
D. wanted
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15. We will speak to her about it ________ next week.
A. sometimes
B. sometime
C. some times
D. some time
16. The Chinese people first ________ paper in the world.
A. invented
B. discovered
C. made
D. did
17. I know that the accident ________ in a small village.
A. took place
B. was taken place
C. took the place
D. was taken the place of
18. Look at the clouds. It ________ rain.
A. will
B. shall
C. is going to
D. is
19. “Does she speak English or Russian?” “She doesn’t speak ________.”
A. neither
B. none
C. either
D. all
20. He was born in the north, but ________ in the south.
A. brought up
B. grew up
C. picked up
D. came up
21. “What do you ________ the film?” “Oh, it’s very interesting.”
A. think about
B. think of
C. get ready for
D. ring up
22. Chemical energy can ________ heat energy.
A. become into
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B. grow up
C. be changed into
D. be covered with
23. Don’t lose heart. I’ll help you ________ the others.
A. go over
B. catch up with
C. go up
D. run with
24. He came to see you ________ the evening of May 10th
A. in
B. at
C. on
D. for
25. My house is ________ the two buildings, so we get little sunshine during the day.
A. between
B. among
C. in
D. at
26. Who ________ the picture? It’s upside-down.
A. hung
B. hang
C. hanged
D. hanging
27. There are ________ no trees in this poor areA.
A. hardly
B. nearly
C. mostly
D. almost
28. Dr Bethune didn’t take a rest and he ________ working throughout the night.
A. got on
B. put on
C. went on
D. turned on
29. John said that he ________ having lunch when Paul called him.
A. was
B. is
C. will
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D. would
30. “If I spend ________ on it now, I can save your leg.” said the doctor.
A. a few more minutes
B. few more minutes
C. a little more minutes
D. little much minutes
31. It’s still early. How about ________ the piano for a while?
A. to play
B. play
C. do you play
D. playing
32. The days are short, ________ it is now December.
A. for
B. so
C. and
D. but
33. I want this car, but I can’t afford to buy ________.
A. one
B. another
C. it
D. this
34. I hope that I can hear from you ________
A. quickly
B. fast
C. fastly
D. soon
35. There ________ a tall tree and some flowers behind our house.
A. have
B. has
C. are
D. is
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（二）参考答案
1-5. ABBCA
21-25. BCBCA

6-10. CBBAD
26-30. ADCAA

11-15. BADAB
31-35. DACDD
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16-20. AACCB

高升专英语（一）复习题库（三）
一、词汇与语法知识

从每小题的四个选择项中，选出最佳的一项。

1. Flight nineteen from New York to Washington is now arriving at ________.
A. Gate Two
B. the gate two
C. the two gate
D. Second Gate
2.“Are foreign languages much more interesting than science?”“No, I don’t________
you.”
A. agree to
B. agree with
C. get on with
D. go on with
3. Every student in our class is ________ good progress.
A. getting
B. making
C. doing
D. taking
4. It’s not right to ________ people when they are in trouble.
A. laugh
B. laugh on
C. laugh at
D. laugh for
5. I can’t go to the cinema with you. I must ________ the lessons first.
A. go on
B. go over
C. go down
D. go into
6. The thermos is used for _________ water hot.
A. to keep
B. keeping
C. keep
D. kept
7. Last night Li Gang kept doing the maths exercises ________ after ________.
A. one…another
B. one…the other
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C. one…the others
D. some…others
8. Mr. White is teaching us how to ________ information ________ a computer.
A. put…into
B. put…down
C. put…on
D. put… up
9. We will speak to her about it ________ next week.
A. sometimes
B. sometime
C. some times
D. some time
10. She ________ a bag of sweets on the floor.
A. dropped
B. fall
C. fell
D. felt
11. Don’t stand there in the doorway. Please ________ come in ________ go out.
A. either…or
B. neither…nor
C. so…that
D. and…or
12. The visitor ________ a message and went away.
A. took
B. brought
C. left
D. gave
13. The boy has to look after himself, because his parents ________ abroad.
A. are both
B. both are
C. are all
D. all are
14. Everything is ready for the test, ________?
A. aren’t they
B. are they
C. isn’t it
D. is it
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15. When the parents were at work, they ________ to look after the baby.
A. took turns
B. wont on
C. worried about
D. took interest in
16. Chemical energy can ________ heat energy.
A. become into
B. grow up
C. be changed into
D. be covered with
17. The Chinese people first ________ paper in the world.
A. invented
B. discovered
C. made
D. did
18. I don’t know what to do next, and she doesn’t, ________
A. either
B. too
C. also
D. as well
19. Nothing can make me ________ it is a ________ story.
A. to believe…real
B. believe in…true
C. to believe in…true
D. believe…real
20. Knock at the door, before you ________ the room.
A. enter into
B. come in
C. go to
D. enter
21. “What do you ________ the film?” “Oh, it’s very interesting.”
A. think about
B. think of
C. get ready for
D. ring up
22. Will you please try to ________ for me what time that train arrives?
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A. find
B. find out
C. discover
D. ask
23. I have ________ for you, Mary.
A. a good news
B. many good news
C. some good news
D. a few good news
24. “Alice couldn’t answer the question, could she?” “________.”
A. No, she couldn’t
B. No, she could
C. Yes, she couldn’t
D. Yes, she answers
25. This story _______ in a small village in European.
A. was taken place
B. took place
C. took the place
D. took the place of
26. The man ________ himself before the police came.
A. was hanged
B. hung
C. had hung
D. hanged
27. In ________ many people in ________ thirties went to university for further
education.
A. 1980s…the
B. the 1980s…/
C. 1980s…their
D. the 1980s…their
28. My son ________ a cup of milk and sat at the table.
A. wanted
B. asked for
C. asked
D. required
29. Study still harder, ________ you won’t be able to pass the exam next week.
A. and
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B. then
C. or
D. /
30. Paul was ________ by his uncle after his father died.
A. brought up
B. grown up
C. held up
D. put up
31. The machine made a terrible ________ so we couldn’t ________ each other.
A. noise…hear
B. voice…hear
C. sound…listen
D. shout…listen
32. I could ________ believe that he worked so ________ there.
A. hardly…hardly
B. hard…hard
C. hardly…hard
D. hard…hardly
33. Is there anything interesting ________ today’s newspaper?
A. /
B. on
C. at
D. in
34. Who ________ the picture? It’s upside-down.
A. hung
B. hang
C. hanged
D. hanging
35. When did you ________ from your trip last year?
A. arrive at
B. get back
C. go ahead
D. returned back
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（三）参考答案
1-5. ABBCB
21-25. BBCAB

6-10. BAABA
26-30. DDBCA

11-15. ACACA
31-35. ACDAB
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16-20. CAADD

高升专英语（一）复习题库（四）
一、词汇与语法知识

从每小题的四个选择项中，选出最佳的一项。

1. Half of the money ________ your brother.
A.belong to
B.belong
C.belongs to
D.belongs
2. The thermos is used for _________ water hot.
A.to keep
B.keeping
C.keep
D.kept
3. I won’t go home ________ I finish doing my work.
A.after
B.until
C.when
D.while
4. Ben had a broken arm ________ the motorcyclist had a broken leg.
A.for
B.so
C.and
D.but
5. They ________ every minute of it at the party yesterday.
A.enjoyed
B.pleased
C.played
D.wanted
6. I like to
A.watch
B.see
C.look
D.notice

others playing basketball.

7. The trousers ________ too short for me.
A.was
B.are
C.being
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D.is
8. ________ a few sheep behind the house.
A.It is
B.They are
C.There are
D.There is
9. I think we’d better ________ a word with our manager.
A.take
B.say
C.have
D.speak
10. John can speak English and Mary can speak English ________.
A.also
B.either
C.as also
D.as well
11. Li Ping’s father told him never to
A.give out
B.give up
C.give in
D.give back

the study of English.

12. As a student we should ________ manners.
A.do
B.take
C.make
D.have
13. He is a friend of ________.
A.my sister’s
B.I sister
C.me sister
D.me sisters’
14. The girl but could see nobody. She began to feel afraid.
A.looked after
B.looked for
C.looked around
D.looked at
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15. It’s not right to
A.laugh
B.laugh on
C.laugh at
D.laugh for

people when they are in trouble.

16. I don’t think the music is worth ________.
A.listening
B.to listen
C.listening to
D.to listen to
17. All the desks in the classroom ________ dust.
A.are covered with
B.are cover with
C.are covering with
D.covered with
18. Where have you ________? Tom is looking for you.
A.gone
B.been to
C.gone to
D.been
19. The glass fell to the floor and
A.broke out
B.give out
C.got off
D.broke into pieces

.

20. “Would you like to watch TV or listen to the radio?” “________.”
A.Yes, I’d like to watch TV
B.No, I do not watch TV
C.Yes, to listen to the radio
D.I’d like to watch TV
21. Nothing can make me
A.to believe…real
B.believe in…true
C.to believe in…true
D.believe…real

it is a

story.

22. ________teacher has gone to America. ________ of them are still in Shanghai.
A.Both…Both
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B.Both…Neither
C.Neither…Both
D.Neither...neither
23. The mother bought ________.
A.it to her
B.it her
C.her it
D.it for her
24. Three hundred miles ________ a long way.
A.is
B.are
C.were
D.am
25. I don’t know what to do next, and she doesn’t,
A.either
B.too
C.also
D.as well
26. Two of the boys ________ while playing football.
A.hurt
B.were hurting
C.got hurt
D.had been hurt
27. The machine made a terrible
A.noise…hear
B.voice…hear
C.sound…listen
D.shout…listen

so we couldn’t

each other.

28. “Do you have enough chairs in your classroom?”
“No, I think we need ________.”
A.three other
B.more three
C.three another
D.three more
29. Study still harder, ________ you won’t be able to pass the exam next week.
A.and
B.then
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C.or
D./
30. ________ of the boys has got a pencil and some paper.
A.All
B.Every
C.Everyone
D.Each
31. The man himself before the police came.
A.was hanged
B.hung
C.had hung
D.hanged
32. The book is
A.quite
B.very
C.rather
D.so
33. My son
A.wanted
B.asked for
C.asked
D.required

too difficult for those pupils.

a cup of milk and sat at the table.

34. These kinds of shoes ________ well.
A.don’t sell
B.are not sold
C.won’t be sold
D.were not sold
35. I saw my dog a cat yesterday.
A.run away
B.run
C.set out
D.run after
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（四）参考答案
1-5. CBACA
21-25. DCDA A

6-10. ABCCD
11-15. BDACC
16-20. CADDD
26-30. CADCD
31-35. DCBAD
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（五）
一、词汇与语法知识

从每小题的四个选择项中，选出最佳的一项。

1. Every student in our class is ________ good progress.
A.getting
B.making
C.doing
D.taking
2. If you have any questions, please ________your hands.
A.put out
B.put up
C.put on
D.put down
3. John can speak English and Mary can speak English ________.
A.also
B.either
C.as also
D.as well
4. I am going to ________ my living-room ________ a play-room for the children.
A.look on…as
B.turn…into
C.take…down
D.put…into
5. Mr. White is teaching us how to ________ information ________ a computer.
A.put…into
B.put…down
C.put…on
D.put… up
6. The girl ________ but could see nobody. She began to feel afraid.
A.looked after
B.looked for
C.looked around
D.looked at
7. ________ a few sheep behind the house.
A.It is
B.They are
C.There are
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D.There is
8. Ben had a broken arm ________ the motorcyclist had a broken leg.
A.for
B.so
C.and
D.but
9. “________ paper do you read?” “I read‘China Daily’.”
A.Which
B.How
C.How many
D.What
10. It’s not right to ________people when they are in trouble.
A.laugh
B.laugh on
C.laugh at
D.laugh for
11. He is a friend of ________.
A.my sister’s
B.I sister
C.me sister
D.me sisters’
12. After the football match we ________ a bus and got to school on time.
A.held
B.missed
C.saw
D.caught
13. The thermos is used for _________ water hot.
A.to keep
B.keeping
C.keep
D.kept
14. Li Ping’s father told him never to
A.give out
B.give up
C.give in
D.give back

the study of English.

15. It was raining ______ I got off the bus.
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A.when
B.while
C.though
D.because
16. Would you please
A.bring out
B.give out
C.take out
D.find out
17. I didn’t hear what he
A.spoke
B.told
C.talked
D.said

a piece of paper and a pen?

at the meeting.

18. Although it’s raining, ________ we are going to see him this afternoon.
A.but
B.and
C.then
D./
19. Pan Hong studies very hard, so she makes ________ mistakes in her study.
A.a less
B.fewer
C.less
D.a fewer
20. “Would you like to watch TV or listen to the radio?” “________.”
A.Yes, I’d like to watch TV
B.No, I do not watch TV
C.Yes, to listen to the radio
D.I’d like to watch TV
21. I don’t know what to do next, and she doesn’t,
A.either
B.too
C.also
D.as well
22. My house is ________ the two buildings, so we get little sunshine during the day.
A.between
B.among
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C.in
D.at
23. ________ human beings ________ animals can live without air.
A.Not only…but also
B.Both…and
C.Either…or
D.Neither…nor
24. The glass fell to the floor and _____ .
A.broke out
B.give out
C.got off
D.broke into pieces
25. I don’t think the music is worth ________.
A.listening
B.to listen
C.listening to
D.to listen to
26. Don’t drink too much coffee in the evening, ________ you won’t fall asleep.
A.and
B.or
C.but
D.so
27. Who ________ the picture? It’s upside-down.
A.hung
B.hang
C.hanged
D.hanging
28. I have________ English book but he has two English books.
A.one
B.a
C.an
D./
29. “Do you have enough chairs in your classroom?”
“No, I think we need ________.”
A.three other
B.more three
C.three another
D.three more
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30. It’s still early. How about ________ the piano for a while?
A.to play
B.play
C.do you play
D.playing
31. ________ New Year’s Eve people usually don’t go to bed until midnight.
A.At
B.On
C.For
D.In
32. It’s hot today. The temperature ________ to 35℃.
A.has raised
B.has been risen
C.has been raised
D.has risen
33. I saw my dog
A.run away
B.run
C.set out
D.run after

_____ a cat yesterday.

34. “Will you give this message to Mr. White, please?”
“Sorry, I can’t. He doesn’t work here ________ .”
A.any longer
B.any long
C.no long
D.no longer
35. She ________the children ________ every danger.
A.fight…against
B.stopped…from
C.protected…from
D.looked on…as
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（五）参考答案
1-5. BBDBA
21-25. AADDC

6-10. CCCDC
11-15. ADBBA
16-20. CDDBD
26-30. BAADD
31-35. BDDAC
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（六）
一、词汇与语法知识

从每小题的四个选择项中，选出最佳的一项。

1. She ________ a bag of sweets on the floor.
A.dropped
B.fall
C.fell
D.felt
2. After the football match we ________ a bus and got to school on time.
A.held
B.missed
C.saw
D.caught
3. Half of the money ________ your brother.
A.belong to
B.belong
C.belongs to
D.belongs
4. What time are you going to
A.set up
B.set out
C.set down
D.put up

tomorrow?

5. It was raining ______ I got off the bus.
A.when
B.while
C.though
D.because
6. ________ a few sheep behind the house.
A.It is
B.They are
C.There are
D.There is
7. Ben had a broken arm ________ the motorcyclist had a broken leg.
A.for
B.so
C.and
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D.but
8. The trousers ________ too short for me.
A.was
B.are
C.being
D.is
9. I can’t go to the cinema with you. I must
A.go on
B.go over
C.go down
D.go into

the lessons first.

10. Many students think foreign languages are ________ science subjects.
A.more difficult as
B.less difficult than
C.much difficult than
D.so difficult as
11. The plane arrived at London airport ________ Wednesday.
A.on
B.at
C.in
D.for
12. It is a fine day today. You _______ take a raincoat with you.
A.mustn’t
B.can’t
C.may
D.needn’t
13. The thermos is used for _________ water hot.
A.to keep
B.keeping
C.keep
D.kept
14. In the past few years many spaceships
A.have been sent up
B.have been sent out
C.have been sent for
D.have been sent to

into space.

15. They ________ every minute of it at the party yesterday.
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A.enjoyed
B.pleased
C.played
D.wanted
16. I don’t think the music is worth ________.
A.listening
B.to listen
C.listening to
D.to listen to
17. If you don’t hurry, you’ll
A.lost
B.miss
C.lose
D.missed
18. I didn’t hear what he
A.spoke
B.told
C.talked
D.said

the train.

at the meeting.

19. Robots can’t completely
A.take the place of
B.take place
C.instead
D.instead of

humans though they are very clever.

20. I a lot more time in writing English than before.
A.spend
B.cost
C.take
D.put
21. Is this room large enough for us _________?
A.to live
B.to live in
C.to live in it
D.to live at
22. Three hundred miles ________ a long way.
A.is
B.are
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C.were
D.am
23. “Does she speak English or Russian?” “She doesn’t speak ________.”
A.neither
B.none
C.either
D.all
24. Chemical energy can
A.become into
B.grow up
C.be changed into
D.be covered with

heat energy.

25. Pan Hong studies very hard, so she makes ________ mistakes in her study.
A.a less
B.fewer
C.less
D.a fewer
26. My friend is visiting us next week, and I will
A.see him off
B.show him around
C.give him a message
D.ring him up
27. She the children
A.fight…against
B.stopped…from
C.protected…from
D.looked on…as

Shanghai.

every danger.

28. The man himself before the police came.
A.was hanged
B.hung
C.had hung
D.hanged
29. It’s still early. How about ________ the piano for a while?
A.to play
B.play
C.do you play
D.playing
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30. “________ is your house form the factory?” “It’s about twenty minutes’ walk.”
A.How far
B.How long
C.How soon
D.How often
31. Don’t drink too much coffee in the evening, ________ you won’t fall asleep.
A.and
B.or
C.but
D.so
32. I believe that she will catch up with others
A.fast
B.fastly
C.quick
D.quickly
33. I saw my dog
A.run away
B.run
C.set out
D.run after
34. There are
A.hardly
B.nearly
C.mostly
D.almost

a cat yesterday.

no trees in this poor area.

35. ________ was the population in China by the end of last year?
A.How much
B.What
C.How many
D.Which r
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（六）参考答案
1-5. ADCBA
21-25. BACCB

6-10. CCBBB
26-30. BCDDA

11-15. ADBAA
31-35. BDDDB
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16-20. CBDAA

高升专英语（一）复习题库（七）
一、词汇与语法知识
1. I am going to
A.look on…as
B.turn…into
C.take…down
D.put…into

从每小题的四个选择项中，选出最佳的一项。

my living-room

a play-room for the children.

2. He is a friend of ________.
A.my sister’s
B.I sister
C.me sister
D.me sisters’
3. I don’t think the news you told me ________ true.
A.are
B.is
C.being
D.am
4. What do you usually do ________ Christmas?
A.on
B.at
C.in
D.for
5. The visitor ________ a message and went away.
A.took
B.brought
C.left
D.gave
6. After the football match we ________ a bus and got to school on time.
A.held
B.missed
C.saw
D.caught
7. In the past few years many spaceships
A.have been sent up
B.have been sent out
C.have been sent for

into space.
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D.have been sent to
8. She ________ a bag of sweets on the floor.
A.dropped
B.fall
C.fell
D.felt
9. They ________ every minute of it at the party yesterday.
A.enjoyed
B.pleased
C.played
D.wanted
10. I can’t go to the cinema with you. I must
A.go on
B.go over
C.go down
D.go into
11. Li Ping’s father told him never to
A.give out
B.give up
C.give in
D.give back

the lessons first.

the study of English.

12. The trousers ________ too short for me.
A.was
B.are
C.being
D.is
13. Ben had a broken arm ________ the motorcyclist had a broken leg.
A.for
B.so
C.and
D.but
14. Do your best and I’m sure you will
A.keep off
B.keep away from
C.keep up with
D.keep on

your classmates.

15. She is so kind that everyone here

her

their sister.
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A.looks after…as
B.looks for…as
C.looks on…as
.look up…as
16. Robots can’t completely
A.take the place of
B.take place
C.instead
D.instead of

humans though they are very clever.

17. I will your note-books to you next class.
A.give back
B.turn back
C.get back
D.return back
18. As soon as he entered the classroom, Paul
A.put up
B.give up
C.took off
D.turn on

his coat.

19. I a lot more time in writing English than before.
A.spend
B.cost
C.take
D.put
20. He ________ to bed ________ he finished his work last night.
A.don’t go…until
B.didn’t go…after
C.went…until
D.didn’t go …till
21. Nothing can make me
A.to believe…real
B.believe in…true
C.to believe in…true
D.believe…real
22. Chemical energy can
A.become into
B.grow up

it is a

story.

heat energy.
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C.be changed into
D.be covered with
23. He was born in the north, but
A.brought up
B.grew up
C.picked up
D.came up

in the south.

24. Three hundred miles ________ a long way.
A.is
B.are
C.were
D.am
25. Would you please
A.bring out
B.give out
C.take out
D.find out

a piece of paper and a pen?

26. “________ is your house form the factory?” “It’s about twenty minutes’ walk.”
A.How far
B.How long
C.How soon
D.How often
27. Who ________ the picture? It’s upside-down.
A.hung
B.hang
C.hanged
D.hanging
28. I saw my dog
A.run away
B.run
C.set out
D.run after
29. My son
A.wanted
B.asked for
C.asked
D.required

a cat yesterday.

a cup of milk and sat at the table.
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30. I have
A.one
B.a
C.an
D./

English book but he has two English books.

31. John said that he ________ having lunch when Paul called him.
A.was
B.is
C.will
D.would
32. “Will you give this message to Mr. White, please?”
“Sorry, I can’t. He doesn’t work here .”
A.any longer
B.any long
C.no long
D.no longer
33. He fell down on the road and was too weak to
A.hold up
B.get up
C.bring up
D.leave for

.

34. The man himself before the police came.
A.was hanged
B.hung
C.had hung
D.hanged
35. Paul is working hard these days. He _______ pass the exam this time.
A.has to
B.shall
C.may
D.need
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高升专英语（一）复习题库（七）参考答案
1-5. BABBC
21-25. DCBAC

6-10. DAAAB
26-30. AADBA

11-15. BBCCC
31-35. AABDC
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16-20. AACAD

